Chocolate catapult crossword puzzle answers

The answers to the clues are shown below.

Across
2. Festival held in the Spring that is celebrated with eggs, bunnies and chicks (6)
6. Material fired from a weapon (10)
9. Can be used in crafts to create structures once the sweet treat has been eaten (11)
10. Yellow flower associated with Springtime and the national flower of Wales (8)

Down
1. A ballistic device used to launch a projectile without using a propellant substance (8)
3. Stretchy item used to connect objects together including things like hair and mail (7-4)
4. To set in motion a boat or space rocket (6)
5. An edible oval-shape gift given at Easter (9-3)
7. A small shovel-like cutlery item used to stir hot beverages (8)
8. Month in which Easter and Fools’ Day falls (5)